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About This Content

As the first diesel locomotives to be built at BR’s Darlington Works, the Class 24 was built as part of the British Rail
Modernisation Plan in the late 1950s.

The Class 24 was a Sulzer Type 2, Bo-Bo diesel-electric locomotive built between 1958 and 1961, incorporating numerous
elements such as off-the-shelf standardised components used for manufacture, including a Sulzer 6LDA28 diesel engine and a
735Kw British Thomson-Houston (BTH) electric transmission, producing a total of 1,160hp resulting in a top speed of 75mph

(120km/h).

Built at BR’s Derby, Crewe and Darlington Works, Class 24s could be seen running services initially around Derby and Crewe,
but eventually across the British Rail network hauling both passenger and freight. Fifteen of the original 20 locomotives were

put into use on the Southern Region as the Kent Coast electrification scheme was behind schedule, and could also be spotted in
the Eastern Region, London Midland Region, Wales and Lancashire.

Class 24s also took over Condor freight services from London to Glasgow, replacing Class 28s, and became the foundation for
the later Class 25 model.

The first Class 24 to be withdrawn from service was D5051 in November 1967 and by 1979, all but three Class 24s had been
withdrawn from service, 14 of which were scrapped before receiving a TOPS number. The final locomotive, 24081, was

withdrawn in October 1980.

Today, only four of the Class have survived into preservation, D5032 and D5061 at the North Yorkshire Moors Railway, D5054
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at the East Lancashire Railway and 24081 at the Gloucestershire & Warwickshire Railway.

The BR Class 24 for Train Simulator recreates the locomotive as it operated for British Railways throughout the UK in the
1960s, and is available in British Railways corporate blue/grey livery. Also included are BR Mk1 coaches in corporate blue/grey

livery and 40T YGH ‘Sealion’ ballast wagons.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the BR Class 24 on any Quick Drive enabled
route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the Weardale &

Teesdale Network route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios

Three scenarios for the Weardale & Teesdale Network route:

Mickleton to Darlington

Durham to Darlington

Shildon to Brandon

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

BR Class 24 in corporate blue/grey livery

BR Mk1 coaches in corporate blue/grey livery

40T YGH ‘Sealion’ ballast wagons

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for the Weardale & Teesdale Network route

Download size: 440mb
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German
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Absolutely fantastic game! From the second I started playing I was hooked. The writing is great, the pacing is terrific and the
detail is engrossing. I\u2019ve always enjoyed Choice of Games and I\u2019m really happy that there\u2019s finally an
assassin COG. There are a ton of options and different ways to play through the game, which I first got on my phone. I've now
played it a second and third time. I keep discovering more and more. I like how you can really choose to be the kind of assassin
you want to be. Definitely recommended.. I've played with this expansion many times, but have never seen any ice queen fights
at the crown of command or alternate endings. The extra cards seem to be there though. What am I missing here?. So, in my
opinion, this is the first killer app for VR. Ping pong is a game where you dont get tired of the mechanics right away. A lot of
games are fun, but this one is the first one that really encompasses the whole sport per say. If you like ping pong, this is the
game for you. It has a tournament so you feel like you are progressing, somethign a lot of games dont have. Dificullty is nice, I
have played a little bit of ping pong in real life and am pretty average at it. The average opponents on here I can defeat about
half the time so far. Close to real life as I have seen.

Things to work on
- Air resistance, I felt like a lot of my shots went long when they probably shouldnt have
- English, I see the ball spinning in the game which is really cool, but it doesnt seem to curve
- Side\corner bounces, Also another cool feature, but they should probably be limited somehow, because a few times I was
tempted to jump into the wall to go after a ball that hit the exact edge of the table. Perfectly viable in real life, but maybe tone it
down for headset wearers.
- Better graphics, I like the current ones, but could probable be upgraded
- Last, maybe a coach of some sort, or a girlfriend\friend that cheers just for you, gives you tips, jeers the other team with funny
one liners.

Overall, really great start, and something I could play 'as is' for hours. I will try to update once I get more game time in.. The
game was good, not gonna lie.
It kept me interested and the free chapter made me want to buy the others.
I'll keep it short:

STORY
Pretty good, not a best-seller but good enough to keep me engaged.

MUSIC & SOUND
It's the kind of music that doesn't interefere with the game, it actually blends in with the visuals and it's not an invasive thing.
Props to the composer too, great score.

VISUALS
It's eyecandy basically. It's a nice hand-draw-style art, thou I did noticed a lack of variety in the main char avatars and in the first
chapter there's a limited amount of the same kind of wolf you can tolerate.

GAMEPLAY
Engaging.
If you're into storytelling, sign in. It made me want to buy the rest.
Don't be fooled thou, the strategic part they name it's quite limited.
As far as "variety of gameplay" it's basically a readthis-fightthis-checkyouritems-repeat.

OVERALL
7/10
Buy it as a pack thou.. Good thinking man's game, similar to chess in many ways, but much more complex.. First things first....
this game will drive you mad, and then you'll get it, or you're brain will. Velocibox is a unique twitch based puzzle racer with
just 'one more go' arcade elements.... and did I say it's hardcore!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_KGUJHl6wU
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You will die, time after time, but all the while you start to learn how the game works and eventually you start to get into the flow
of the game. There is nothing better than beating your last high score and Velocibox might appear simple at first but at its heart
its gameplay is executed smoothly and flawlessly. I have always believed that games are great for reflex brain training, and
there's no better example than Velocibox. I'm off to see if I can beat LEVEL 2........ AARGGHHHH! - Enjoy!. A old favorite,
still hasnt failed to impress me and is a RTS players dream.. can't open the game in mac os 10.13.3. after i click new game a
black screen coming and i can see only cursor hand. what is the problem. Rifter is a very fluent and fast paced rope platformer.
Speed runs and collectibles as well as challenges for the levels take
it all to a new difficulty.
I like the sound optics and overall look and feel. Its cool to play and
hard to master ;) watching speedruns of other people makes it look
super easy! But try yourself. Worth playing for sure!
Either for a nice experience inbetween or the hardcore challenge through and through!
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Trash phone game port.. Picked this up earlier while at my dads. I enjoyed it, and so did he. We got around an hours worth for
\u20ac2 so I cant complain. Eerie atmosphere and some parts that were genuinely creepy.. Old Game but Fun! this why i love
this puzzle game, well, i think this game with simple graphic but funny logic! Worth it when i buy this game in Bundlestar. well
as you know this game learn you how to finished puzzle with joke!
Fun
Good
and make me Laugh!
Buy This, if you are not late with Bundlestar now, just buy it now! it will be worth it.. god game but the mutiplayer is glichy.
tldr: colourful platformer that gets boring really fast.

start was feeling good but the concept became boring very fast.
i also felt like the movement was a little bit slow in later stages of the game.
additionally you cant change the preset keybindings to better ones than QSDZ for movement. especially the Z movement is
kinda annoying for european keyboards.
gametime was really low with < 1hour for me.
discovered one bug in that gametime.
only positive things in my opinion are the colourful design of the levels and the music (both are my taste and it can differ for
you)
. awesome game. I finally put a lot of hours into CAU last night, going through all 12 of the new police missions, buying all the
police cars, doing several crate delivery missions (as a bad guy) and joining in several police chases (to stop the bad guy). I also
levelled up to 60 in the process.

My opinion is that the new chases are great fun. They add a new dimension to the gameplay, which frankly has become a little
stale after 500+ hours in the game. The police chases freshen it up a lot. It's much more exciting to be chased by real players
than the AI police, while chasing down and arresting real players is extremely satisfying.

However, the DLC is very poor value for money, unless you don't own Wild Run, in which case it's great value for money
because you get both. If you've already purchased Wild Run, then it's a bit of a rip off. They really should have sold it at a
discount for Wild Run owners.

The good news: you don't have to own CAU to be a criminal and do the crate delivery missions, so everybody gets half of the
new content for free!

The bad news: there are only 12 new missions and the story is pretty much non-existent. Unlike the original story missions there
are no cut-scenes for most of them, so we don't even get to see the bad guy we're after. We're just chasing a name. The missions
don't take long to complete, I did them all in an hour or so, and I got no sense of satisfaction or connection to the so called story.
I expected a lot more, like the original story that was much more engaging.

Having said that, the new missions are a lot of fun and I spent a lot of time repeating many of them, trying to score platinum in
each. That's a very quick way to level up your police cars. Due to the nature of the chases, they can be different each time. In
fact, doing badly is more fun than catching them quickly because you get a longer chase to enjoy.

The real fun though, is chasing (or being chased by) real players rather than the idiot AI who are usually quite easy to beat
(except on the harder missions). And of course, there are a few new cars available and being a cop in supercar is really cool.

In summary: It's a lot of fun and I'm really enjoying it, but it's very poor value for money if you already own Wild Run. If you
love this game, you've probably bought it already, but if you haven't, why not? If you don't have Wild Run, it's very good value.
If you're on the fence, wait for a sale.. I've been following velocibox since it's alpha/beta stages and it's really grown on me. The
premise of the game is really simple, collect 6 cubes per level to advance to the next level. There are 9 levels for normal mode,
each with their own different challenges and obstacles. Losing in any levels causes you to restart the game from level 1 as the
game does not have any checkpoints or saves.

While that may sound rather unfair, each level is finely tuned and well balanced. There are multiple ways to overcome obstacles
in your path, and each challenge often teach players new ways to overcome previous obstacles. Velocibox gives you a very
strong sense of achivement and progression when you're finally able to deal with the levels you've previously cursed and raged
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at.

It is by no means an easy game, but it's definitely a rewarding game that you'll come to enjoy playing after hundreds of attempts.
Velocibox is the game that'll get you saying "Just one more try! I can do this!" over and over. Good luck with this game, you're
gonna need it in Super Velocibox mode. Get ready to meet your new best friend: Level 1.. Very fun an addictive !!
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